Gin & Tonic Tasting Flights
Here at 214, we are big fans of gin. Such big fans, in fact, that we have created our tonic water –
‘BTW’ – specifically to marry perfectly with the exciting & often varied botanicals used in our gin
collection. We believe that most high street tonics are synthetic & too sweet, masking the quality of
the gin. ‘BTW’ is dry, refreshing, lip-smackingly good & allows the full flavour of each gin to shine
through, allowing you to fully distinguish & appreciate the botanicals of each & every gin.
How it works – Our flight options are listed below. You will be given three mini G&Ts as listed but
in an unknown order with a sealed revealing envelope. Try them all, make a guess as to what’s what
& then put yourself out of your misery… Honestly with BTW, identifying the gins is easier than you
may think!

The Great British Gin-Off £18
Edinburgh Gin (Scotland)

Full bodied juniper up front with a smooth sweet spice & bright heathery notes.

Da Mhile Seaweed (Wales)
Eucalyptus & bright citrus initially with full bodied piney sweetness leading to a herbal minty finish.

Tarquin’s (England)

Spiky juniper & lemony coriander leads to bright lavender & violet on the finish.

Tour of London £18
City Of London (St Paul’s)

Soft anise flavours up front, then floral juniper leading to zesty grapefruit.

Half Hitch (Camden)
Loads of bergamot initially, with a full bodied middle & a dry, tannic finish.

Dodd’s (Battersea)

Honey makes this one deep & woody, with plenty of cardamom & subtle vanilla.

Orient Express £17
Colombo (inspired by Sri Lanka)
Citrus & curry leaf up front, with fresh juniper leading to dry ginger & cinnamon on the finish.

Opihr (inspired by the Ancient Spice Route)

Very subtle juniper, with dominant cardamom, cumin & black pepper.

Star Of Bombay (inspired by India)

Light florals & hibiscus up front, spiky juniper in the middle with coriander, anise & bergamot to
finish.

Gin Tasting Notes
The Traditionals, London Drys & Beyond
Beefeater – Sometimes, just sometimes, something is popular for a reason. Beefeater is a real classic
London Dry & is the perfect place to start on your gin tour.
Beefeater 24 – Made using a steeping method & wildly different to Beefeater Dry due to the inclusion
of Japanese sencha tea, Chinese green tea & grapefruit, Beefeater 24 is a remarkably good mixing
gin. Although the tea is not at the forefront of the flavour profile you still get a very smooth gin with
a rewarding & exotic complexity.
Bloom – With a botanical list meant to evoke images of an English country garden, including
chamomile & honeysuckle, Bloom is a classic but delicate London Dry.
Bombay Sapphire – The gin that is single-handedly responsible for bringing gin back into fashion
1987, we’ve much to thank this guy for. Unlike most, this gin acquires its mystery through vapour
infusion, leaving it fragrant, softly floral yet juniper-rich.
Boodles – Named after Boodle’s gentlemen’s club in St James’, London & reputed to be Winston
Churchill’s favourite. This gin is light on the juniper & rich on its more herbaceous botanicals
(rosemary & sage) with a very earthy character drawn out by the inclusion of nutmeg.
Boxer – A traditional London base turned upside down lots of lovely rich bergamot, fun, floral &
fragrant.
Broker’s – Very traditional, and unashamedly so! punchy juniper up front, with a subtle spice
leading to bright citrus.
Bulldog – A bizarre blend of botanicals: dragon eye, lotus leaves & cassia alongside the more
traditional juniper & coriander. It mixes so well with blackberries; it must be tried in a Bramble….
Burleighs – Big, soft & fruity, with round bergamot & grapefruit leading to a stone fruit finish.
City of London – With a crest displaying St Paul’s this is a traditional gin for a traditional gin
drinker. Intensely subtle & wonderfully refreshing with clean citrus notes, this is a remarkably
rewarding gin.
City of London Square Mile – The COLD distillery’s new offering has MILES of flavour, continuing
with bright juniper & citrus, lots of sweet orange & winter savoury make this the perfect gin for a wet
martini.
Colombo – Named after the Sri Lankan capital from which it takes it’s botanicals, this is a spicy and
fragrant expression curry leaf & cinnamon to the fore.

Colonel Fox’s – A heavy hitter on the ever evolving gin market. Clean, fresh &juniper led, this is
great in a martini or G&T. Plus it’s got a fox in uniform on the bottle.
Dodd’s – A small batch distillery adding London honey to their organic wheat-based gin. Honeyed
wood with a subtle touch of lavender. Delicious.
East London Liquour Company Dry – ELLC for short, something the gin isn’t. Lots of cream
initially, which gives way to lots of lovely dry spices. Great in a G&T, a martini & lots of the classics,
what more could you ask for?
ELLC Batch #2 – All that big intriguing complexity of the ELLC dry, adapted slightly brought upto
47% & given additional floral notes. A robust new addition to the floral gin market.
Half Hitch – A blend of 4 tinctures with a velvety London Dry created in Camden Lock. Big
bergamot, black tea, pepper & hay makes this one of our new favourites. Try it in a Hanky Panky…
Jensen’s Bermondsey – Distilled just up the road & created on request for a bartender in Tokyo, this
cheeky number is building quite a following in SE1. Wonderful pine fresh juniper & a knowing bite
make this a truly classic London Dry.
Juniper Green – Oily & resinous juniper leading to a soft sweet finish with a hint of rose. Also this
one’s certified organic & vegan!
Langley’s – Langley’s… it’s not for girls; apparently this is the first gin aimed solely at a more
masculine clientele. Interestingly there are some predominant floral notes in the mouth, so perhaps
more for the 21st century man then!
Little Bird – Distilled in Peckham, this is a traditional London Dry with citrus aspirations. In the
mouth you get a wonderful mix of grapefruit & lemon peel after a decent juniper hit. Breakfast
Martinis anyone?
Geranium – Infused with real geraniums; there is no surprise when you are hit with a delightful
floral blossom. Unusual, tempting & oddly delicious, it’s fantastic in our Bermondsey Fizz
Martin Miller’s – Whereas most distilleries blend using any old water, Miller’s goes 1500 miles north
to Iceland where the purest water on Earth can be found. With a secret botanical (hint: it’s
cucumber), this makes for a crisp & refreshing G&T with BTW.
Moonshine Kid Dog’s Nose – Said to be inspired by the trawler man of London’s waterways?! Don’t
let the addition of Chinook & Columbus hops more commonly associated with pale ales fool you, this
is a wonderfully light & aromatic gin. Delicious in our Rose Hip-Hops, or with BTW.
Martin Miller’s Westbourne Strength – A higher proof expression from Martin Miller’s, but just as
clean. Subtle juniper, bright citrus & clean cucumber, delicious.
No.3 – Made from three fruits & three spices, this balanced gin brings a welcome hit of piney juniper
with citrus and coriander tagging along. Can work well as a Martini (make it dirty) but equally at
home on its own over ice.

Old English – Technically this one’s an Old Tom, so expect a bit of depth. Murky juniper (in a good
way!) and a creamy mouthfeel lead to a lingering earthy finish…
Old Raj 55 – Surprisingly subtle juniper for a gin clocking in at 55%, with pronounced orange zest,
soft saffron & a lingering dry finish…
Portobello Road – Created at the award winning Portobello Star, this is one of the new wave gins
that is definitely worth its salt. Delightfully rich in texture with a peppery kick that draws out into
subtle liquorice & nutmeg. A favourite G&T behind the bar.
Sacred – Produced in small batches in Highgate by Ian Hart, this gin comprises citrus, juniper,
cardamom, nutmeg & hougari frankincense amongst others. Sharp & zippy.
Silent Pool – Named after the lake in Surrey from which it takes it’s water, this gin is big and
creamy in the mouth with soft floral notes on the back.
Sipsmith – Handcrafted in West London in a traditional copper still, it has a velvety texture, citrus
notes & a crisp, dry finish. Grab it in a classic Martini with a twist.
Sipsmith VJOP – Sipsmith’s latest release of their Very Junipery Over Proof knocks in at 57.7%, but
don’t let that fool you, it’s still that very fresh citrusy Sipsmith flavour, with a real kick of piney
juniper. Really good in a G&T, & certainly in a Martini with a twist.
Slingsby – Hailing from Harrogate (they have good water, apparently) this one is bursting with
grapefruit flavours initially, with subtle juniper & a very soft anise finish.
Star of Bombay – Very much a new gin & not a variation, this one is built around intense juniper,
with bergamot, dried flowers & almonds.
Whitley Neill – One of the smoothest in our collection sipped neat. Mix it with BTW to unleash its
South African botanicals: citrus fruit from the Baobab tree & the aromatic cape gooseberry.

The Scottish Gins: For Those Who Like It North of The Border
Blackwood’s 60 – An intensely dry, citrusy journey with a very high ABV (60%) & a zippy finish.
Not for the faint of heart. No hiding from this one, in a Martini it will cut right through you and
examine your soul…
The Botanist – With the bulk of the botanicals being foraged on beautiful Islay, this gin has lots of
fresh grassy notes along with a refreshingly Scottish kick. Makes a very special Last Word.
Caorunn – A unique gin infused with five Celtic botanicals, including the fabled rowan berry & the
sharp zingy dandelion leaf. Clean & crisp with a long invigorating finish. Delightful in a classic
Martini.
Darnleys View Spiced – light notes of curry leaf, pepper & ginny juniper makes that spiced title both
prominent on the nose & palate.

Edinburgh - made in the heart of Edinburgh, a rich creamy base with lots of cloves on the finish.
Wonderfully versatile, so not just for a G&T.
Hendrick’s – Arguably the most well-known gin these days & so often associated with cucumber,
however try it with BTW & it’s the flavour of the Bulgarian rose used in the distillation that shines
through.
Rock Rose – Coming from one of the most northerly mainland distilleries, this one has a touch of rose
up front, with cardamom & juniper giving way to fruity berries & spice.
Tanqueray 10 – A true critics’ favourite & one of the few gins made with hand-picked fresh
botanicals. Subtle yet fresh aromas of grapefruit, which leads to a slightly sweet blend of juniper,
vanilla & lime. Designed for a Martini, just as good with BTW.

American Drys: For Those Who Like Their Gins with Stars & Stripes
Bluecoat – Hailing from Philidelphia, this one is very citrus forward. Very smooth in the mouth,
with bright orange notes and fragrant anise & cloves.
Brooklyn – A very fragrant & punchy, this one has warm juniper up front followed by loads of
cardamom. Can you guess where it comes from?
Death’s Door – Named after a stretch of water on Washington Island, this gin’s focus is that rather
wonderful vegetable fennel. Initially spicy & intense in the mouth, it then reveals a complex mix of
juniper, coriander & aniseed with a big creamy mouthfeel. Wet Martini, ‘nuff said.
Dorothy Parker – Named after an American poet jnown for you her “caustic” wit, this gin is
anything but. Spicy juniper up front, with a touch of heat in the middle leading to bright sweet
hibiscus notes.
Junipero – With over a dozen botanicals, it still manages to hold onto a heavy juniper flavour –
hence the name. A rich, fruity palate with citrus, juniper, coriander & liquorice. A high ABV (49.3%)
that is oddly deceiving.
No. 209 – From the 209th distillery in the US, it’s an American take on a classic London Dry.
Wonderfully robust & moreish with a taste of bitter marmalade. This gin can be enjoyed in any way
you fancy but it is in a classic Martini that its complexity & power can truly be felt.
Perry’s Tot - At 57.7% the character of this gin is firmly based around juniper, but is given depth by
notes of citrus, cinnamon & floral sweetness.
St George Botanivore – with 19 botanicals it’s a bit hitter! Hailing from the St George Distillery in
San Francisco it’s full of big, but rounded, floral notes, with hints of dry spice on the finish.
St George Terroir – Incredibly interesting, all the botanicals are taken from the slopes of Mt. Tam,
California in order to recreate the sensation of walking in the Californian wilderness. Sounds crazy,
tastes delicious, try it in a Tom Collins or a fragrant Martinez.

The Oude Genevers: For the Strength of an Oak Tree
Roggenaer Special Reserve – A must for rye lovers. Having spent fifteen years in oak, it’s refined,
delicate & lightly spiced with clove, citrus & herbal notes. Most sited to a Perfect Manhattan or sipped
slightly chilled.
Zeer Oude (A.V. Wees) – A combination of malt wines, redistilled malt wine and carefully selected
botanicals, twice distilled then aged in oak casks for at least a year. With citrus fruit & intense herbal
flavours the obvious maltiness brings to mind a whisky rather than a gin. It is a smooth yet
distinctively lavish Genever that suits being drunk as an aperitif or digestif.
Zeer Oude 15 Year – A fascinating detour on your gin tour. In many ways the Genevers are less gin
& more whisky like. Believe it or not these gins existed before the London Drys that we all know &
love. Aged for at least 15 years & with this (as you may expect from a wizened old hack) comes a
smooth, mature offering.

The Fruit Infused: Good for the Senses
Bathtub Sloe - =Intriguing Bathtub Gin macerated with Sloes, all that lovely deep complexity with
the sweet sharpness of berries. Yum.
Bramley & Gage Damson – It’s simple really: The finest damson plums from the Lyth Valley in
Cumbria, London Dry Gin & pure cane sugar. Cooked damsons & prickly plum skin with a spicy
kick.
Edinburgh Raspberry – Basically as it says on the tin. Very sweet, very raspberry-y!
Gentleman Badger’s Wild Blackthorn Sloe – A sloe gin from Cremorne. Turns out Colonel Fox’s
best mate is a badger & he’s quite the gent. A zippy dry sloe gin with lots of tangy citrus, so
summery. Made by simply adding wild blackthorn sloes to Cremorne’s super traditional London Dry.
Hayman’s Sloe – Made from English sloe berries, it’s light & refreshing yet complex with a long,
warming citrus & cinnamon finish. Perfect on a summer’s afternoon in a Joan Collins, or on a cold
winter’s night served large with no ice.
Warner Edwards Elderflower – Warner Edwards Harrington dry already contains elderflower as a
botanical, but then reinfused with even more elderflower creating a wonderful burst of floral
summery sweetness, great with BTW or in a spritz!

Maritime Gins: For the Sailor in You
Bathtub Navy Strength – Unlike its little sister, this gin has a high % with a massive botanical
punch. Great as a sipping gin, it has an initial & lasting hit of cinnamon. Try it in a Gypsy if you’re
feeling brave…
Hayman’s Royal Dock – Originally called ‘senoir service gin’ when it was supplied to the Navy, this
has a deceptively high ABV. Clean, crisp & grapefruity, not to be had on an empty stomach!
Plymouth – Ultimately what gave the Royal Navy their strength, this gin has a depth of flavour
with deep earthy notes, fresh juniper & a lemon bite. Keep it classic by trying it in a refreshing
Gimlet.

The Aged: A little wood is pretty good
Bathtub Cask Aged Navy Strength – This stuff’s crazy, Professor Ampleforth is certainly pushing
boundaries. Bathtub Navy Strength aged for between 3-6 months in ‘octave’ casks. These casks are a
5th of the size of regular casks allowing for more interaction with the wood. This has to be tasted to be
believed. Literally epic flavours of cinnamon, nutmeg, orange, menthol notes in there… the list goes
on the more it dilutes, so best sipped straight, the add an ice cube & go on a journey.
Beefeater Burroughs Reserve – A small batch gin that is distilled & rested in oak Lillet casks. Strictly
on a limited run so will never be produced again. We were lucky enough to accrue two bottles & with
rich & earthy tones this is one to be enjoyed straight.
Citadelle Reserve - A really refined aged gin, made using 19 botanicals including orange peel, violet,
paradise grain &almond, then aged for 6 months in oak resulting in a well-rounded orangey gin you
would expect from the cognac region.

New Europeans: Bucking the trend off the British Isles
Copperhead – This Belgian expression has a character that’s full of sweet citrus notes, alongside a
decent hit of cardamom & a lingerig juniper led finish.
Filliers Dry Gin 28 - A secretive mix of 28 botanicals (plus juniper, so really 29) makes for a gin that
is light in the nose & big on the palate. A slightly sweet London Dry like gin, with lots of juniper,
coriander & cardamom coming through. Outstanding in a Martini with a twist.
Elephant Gin - Inspired by Africa, 5 of its 14 botanicals are sourced from there; Devil’s Claw, Buchu,
Lions Tail, African Wormwood & Baobab. Don’t know what they taste like? Neither do I, but the
result of distilling them in this gin is delicious, slightly sweet, lovely aroma, hints of apple & citrus.
15% of the profits from the bottle sales go to aiding elephant conservation charities, so there you go,
it’s your good deed for the day!
Ferdinand’s – This one’s a house favourite. These guys use Riesling grapes as one of their botanicals,
as well as using the wine to cut the finished product. Round and fruity, with notes of quince &
lavender.
Gin Mare – From Mare Nostra, meaning ‘Our Sea’, this Spanish gin has a juniper start, then a nice
sweepingly smooth hit of sweet florals. Rich ginger & clean rosemary finishes with a noticeably olive
element.
Larios 12 – Twelve botanicals added over five separate distillations, this gin is warm, citrusy & makes
for disgracefully easy drinking with BTW.
Bobbys – Made in Holland, inspired by Indonesia. Big bold notes of lemongrass & rosehip, this
sherbetty gin has to be tried. Robust, refreshing & all round tasty.
Monkey 47 - The first of its kind, it unites British traditions with the exoticism of India & the rustic
feel of the Black Forest. Rich & spicy citron pepper that numbs the mouth with splashes of fruit,
including sloe, lingonberry, blackberry & rose hip.
Nordes – Bright & sherbetty florals dominate this Galician gin, so expect subtle juniper with lots of
delicate hibiscus.
Pink Pepper – An interesting new product from Cognac, this one is big & creamy in the mouth with
delicate notes of pepper & vanilla.

And Now for Something Completely Different….
Adnam’s Copperhouse First Rate – First rate by name, first rate by nature. Bottled at a bracing 48%
the initial offering is an intense hit of juniper which gives way to a pleasing middle of citrus, vanilla
& liquorice & finally rewarding with a long prickly finish.
Bathtub – A cold compound gin, just how the bootleggers used to make it! Without using any heat
in the distillation you are left with a very rich, thick gin, with all the natural oils of the botanicals.
Lots of lovely wintery spices in this one make for a really intriguing gin, definitely worth a try.
Bathtub Old Tom – This gin is smooth & sweet with delightful Christmassy notes due to the inclusion
of clove & cinnamon in its stripped back list of botanicals.
Da Mhile Seaweed – The only Welsh offering we have (so far!), this interesting wee number is made
by steeping seaweed in Da Mhile’s already very good organic gin before filtering. Ginny enough to be
familiar, with juniper & oily citrus giving way to an almost minty herbal finish.
Jensen’s Old Tom – Made in Bermondsey & like the original ‘Old Toms’ made when sugar was too
expensive, this gin simply gets its sweetness from its botanicals. Sweet & nutty with hints of citrus.
London No 1 – With a turquoise blue hue derived from maceration with gardenia flowers this is a
wonderfully sophisticated & complex gin that mixes emphatically well with BTW.
Opihr – Based on the old British spice trade route, you get cubebs from Indonesia, black pepper from
India & coriander from Morocco. These ingredients are then shipped back to the UK’s oldest gin
distillery to create this deliciously well rounded, slightly spicy & wildly different gin.
Tarquins Dry – All 12 botanicals in Tarquins gin are measured by eye, so each batch has a unique
flavour profile, but keeping true to lovely woody resinous juniper backbone of a traditional old tom
style. Truly celebrating small batch distillation.
Victory Gin – Distilled via rotary evaporator just down the road at Tower Bridge, this is a bit of an
ode to Orwell. Very soft on the palate with hints of cardamom, liquorice & chesnut.
Warner Edwards Harrington Dry - A newbie coming out of Northamptonshire that we think is
going to be around for some time. The result of two farmers, Tom Warner & Sion Edwards’ efforts.
Bringing 11 botanicals from their respective farms & adding to their barley spirit, this is a creamy, rich
gin with loads of piney juniper. Really fantastic.
Xoriguer Mahon – Only the heirs of the family know the botanicals present in Mahon. Why don’t
you try and figure this one out with BTW…?

Sunday Social
Sunday...that blissful day where those guilty pleasures of getting up late, enjoying a lazy lunch &
sharing a few afternoon drinks with friends is a welcome distraction or sometimes a necessity! It's
here at 214 you'll find the Sunday Social, the perfect place to wile away those precious remaining
hours of your weekend. You’ll be greeted with a specially formulated Sunday Social menu brimming
with value & style that completely changes every week. See a sample menu below

Gin

35ml

50ml

£5.0
£5.0
£5.0
£5.0
£5.0
£5.5
£5.5
£5.5
£5.5
£5.5
£5.5
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£7.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.5
£7.5
£8.0
£8.0
£9.0
£9.5
£10.0

£7.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£9.0
£9.0
£9.0
£9.0
£9.5
£9.5
£10.0
£10.0
£11.0
£11.5
£12.0

£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.5

£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.5

The Traditional, London Drys & Beyond
Beefeater
Boxer
Brokers
East London Liquor Company Dry
Haymens Dry/Old Tom
Bombay Sapphire
Colombo
Juniper Green
Whitley Neill
Colonel Fox’s
Boodles
Beefeater 24
Bloom
Bulldog
Jensen’s Bermondsey
City of London
Old English
Portobello Road
Sipsmith Gin
Burleighs
East London Liquor Company Batch 2
Langley’s No. 8
Geranium
Martin Miller’s
Sacred
Star Of Bombay
Little Bird
Martin Miller’s Westbourne Strength
Moonshine Kid Dog’s Nose
Slingsby
Sipsmith VJOP
Half Hitch
No. 3
Old Raj 55
Silent Pool
Dodd’s
City of London Square Mile

The Scottish Reform
Caorunn
Edinburgh
Darnleys View Spiced
Blackwood’s 60
Tanqueray 10

Gin cont.
Hendrick’s
Rock Rose
The Botanist

35ml

50ml

£6.5
£6.5
£7.0

£8.5
£8.5
£9.0

£7.0
£7.5
£8.5
£9.0
£9.0
£9.5
£9.5
£9.5
£9.5

£9.0
£9.5
£10.5
£11.0
£11.0
£11.5
£11.5
£11.5
£11.5

£5.0
£6.0
£9.0

£7.0
£8.0
£11.0

£6.0
£6.5
£10.0
£10.0

£8.0
£8.5
£14.0
£14.0

£6.0
£7.5
£7.5
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.5
£9.0
£9.5
£9.5

£8.0
£9.5
£9.5
£10.0
£10.0
£10.0
£10.5
£11.0
£11.5
£11.5

£5.0
£5.5
£5.5
£6.5
£6.5
£8.0

£7.0
£7.5
£7.5
£8.5
£8.5
£10.0

New American Drys
No. 209
Dorothy Parker
Bluecoat
Death’s Door
Junipero
Brooklyn
Perry’s Tot
St George Botanivore
St George Terroir

Maritime Gins

Plymouth
Hayman’s Royal Dock
Bathtub Navy Strength

Genevers
Bols Genever
Very Old Zeer Oude
Very Old Genever 15
Roggernaer Special 15

New Europeans

Larios 12
Gin Mare
Bobbys
Elephant Gin
Filliers 28 Dry
Nordes
Copperhead
Pink Pepper
Ferdinands Saars Dry
Monkey 47

The Fruit Infused

Edinburgh Raspberry
Bramley & Gage Damson
Haman’s Sloe
Gentleman Badger’s Sloe
Warner Edwards Elderflower
Bathtub Sloe

Gin cont.

35ml

50ml

£5.0
£5.0
£5.5
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.0
£6.5
£6.5
£7.0
£7.5

£7.0
£7.0
£7.5
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.0
£8.5
£8.5
£9.0
£9.5

35ml

50ml

£5.0
£5.5
£5.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£6.5
£7.0
£7.5

£7.0
£7.5
£7.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£9.0
£9.5

£6.0
£6.0
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5
£8.5

£8.0
£8.0
£10.5
£10.5
£10.5
£10.5

£5.0
£5.5
£7.0
£7.5
£7.5
£7.5

£7.0
£7.5
£9.0
£9.5
£9.5
£9.5

And Now for Something Completely Different…
Jensen’s Old Tom
Xoriguer Mahon
Opihr
Adnam’s First Rate
Bathtub Gin
Da Mhile
London No 1.
Tarquin’s
Warner Edwards Harrington Dry
Victory Gin
Bathtub Old Tom

Vodka
Tovaritch
Ketel One
Ketel One Citron
Vestal
Black Cow
Sipsmith
Snow Queen
Babicka Wormwood
Chase Williams Vodka
Belvedere

Tequila & Mezcal
Herradura Plata
Patron Café
Illegal Mezcal Reposado
Los Danzantes Anejo Mezcal
Siete Leguas Reposado
Siete Leguas Anejo

Whisk(e)y
Jameson
Monkey Shoulder
Glenfiddich
Talisker 10yr
Bushmills Black
Balvenie

Auchentoshan 3 Wood
Oban
Lagavulin
Yamazaki
Hakushu
Chivas 25

£8.0
£8.5
£9.0
£9.0
£9.5
£16.0

£10.0
£10.0
£11.0
£11.0
£11.5
£20.0

£5.5
£5.5
£7.5
£7.5
£10.0
£12.0

£7.5
£7.5
£9.5
£9.5
£12.0
£16.0

£6.0
£6.0
£7.0
£7.0
£7.5

£8.0
£8.0
£9.0
£9.0
£9.5

£6.5
£7.5
£5.5
£7.5

£8.5
£9.5
£7.5
£9.5

Bourbon & Rye
Maker’s Mark
Woodford Reserve
Elijah Craig 12
Rittenhouse 100 Rye
Whistle Pig 10yo Straight Rye
E.H Taylor Small Batch

Brandy, Cognac, etc…
Chateau de Labaude XO
Chateau Du Breuil V.S.O.P
Courvoisier V.S.O.P Exclusif
Somerset Cider Brandy 5yo
Martell V.S.O.P.

Other
Macchu Pisco
La Diablata Pisco
Velho Barreiro
Velho Barreiro Gold

All of our spirits are served as 35ml & 50ml as standard.
25ml is also available on request.
~

We also have a revolving door of new spirits, especially gins!
Feel free to ask what we’ve got in that’s not on the menu.

Borne of a passion for quality spirits, traditional methods & a super tasty beverage, BTW is the UK’s
first small batch tonic water.
In the 17th Century, Spanish colonists in Peru discovered a cure for malaria in the bark of the Quina
Quina tree. By 1825 British officers in India were administered regular doses of quinine syrup. This
was so intense & bitter that the soldiers took to mixing it with gin & water, the gin & tonic was born.
By 1858, Erasmus Bond was the first person to make & sell carbonated quinine water, marketing it,
quite fittingly, as a ‘tonic’. Before long it became the soft drink of choice in Victorian England.
It is in this birth of tonic water & the history of the gin & tonic that BTW shows its provenance.
BTW is skilfully crafted to a traditional Victorian recipe in the heart of
Bermondsey. Unlike commercially available tonics, BTW uses naturally
occurring quinine from the bark of the Cinchona tree as opposed to a
quinine extract. The use of the bark & part filtering results in a sunset
golden hue colour.
The inspiration came when Nick Crispini & Lawrence Mason were
compiling the gin listing here at 214 Bermondsey. They found that too
many gins stood up incredibly well served on their own or in a Martini
but were somewhat stripped of their individuality & distinctiveness when
mixed with commercially available tonic waters.
Many people love a good G&T but would openly admit that tonic can be
overly sweet yet cloyingly bitter. It’s these overpowering elements that
mask the delicate flavours of the botanicals in the gin. BTW is a smoother
offering with delicious earthy flavours directly from the Cinchona bark.
On top of this, by allowing the gin to shine through you can really
appreciate the wonderful subtleties created by the distiller.
BTW is therefore a tonic for tradition, for those concerned with provenance & above all else for those
who love their gin. It can be purchased in pre-carbonated ready to drink bottles & is also available in
the syrup form & just requires to be mixed with soda, gin & ice. In this incarnation it also makes a
fantastic cocktail ingredient.
More information can be found at btw-drinks.com.

